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new ruling? What do you think can be done to
change the mindset?
I think it’s still too early to tell as there are still
many narrow-minded people. It will take many
years for people to finally accept transgenders.
The law has changed, which means a piece of
legislation has changed. It doesn’t mean people’s
thoughts and opinions have changed. There will
still be many narrow-minded bigots who will hurl
all kinds of abuse at the transgender community.
Awareness is the only way to change people’s
thoughts, minds, actions and views. Public
figures like Bollywood stars have started to support the LGBT (lesbian
gay bisexual and transgender)
community – Celina Jaitly,
Zeenat Aman and Imran
Khan are LGBT activists.
Hopefully this will
have an impact and
change the mindset in society.

But it must upset you that India still has outdated laws when it comes to the LGBT community?
Of course, being transgender, and within the LGBT community in Indian society is still seen as
something quite controversial and a major taboo.
Many people don’t want to talk about it and discriminate against it. In fact, same-sex marriage
and even gay sex is a crime in India, for which you
can get punished and sentenced to imprisonment
for up to 10 years. The outdated laws don’t just affect the LGBT community, it affects everyone.
Many of India’s laws are outdated. There is no
justice in that country. People get away with murder, you can pay off politicians and bribe police
officers and lawyers to hide a major crime.
Issues around sexuality and transgender are becoming prominent in public debate in the UK.
What advice would you give anyone grappling
with their sexuality and gender identity?
Live your life, live your dreams. It’s going to be a
tough journey. If you are strong, determined and
have the conviction to battle all odds, you will be
victorious. Never give up and never lose hope. It’s
important to get advice and support. There are
many support groups and people out there whom
you can talk to. I know many young individuals
who have found it hard to come to terms with
their sexuality or gender identity because they are
scared of rejection or being disowned by their
family. Many found it easier to take their own life,
which is really heartbreaking. There is always help
available. Someone who has issues with gender
identity should seek professional help from the
doctors before taking any drastic steps to surgically enhance or alter their body.
You always look fabulous – where does your
sense of style come from?
Thank you, that’s so kind of you. I believe in developing a personal style and image which suits and
compliments you. I love being unique and creative.
It’s important to create your own identity. I don’t
follow trends or copy others, I make my own.
What would be your fashion tips?
This season, jumpsuits, bandage dresses,

soft pastel shades and metallic are in. Bright colours are out. In terms of make-up, go for soft,
natural, nude coral-coloured lips and smoky eyes,
and false lashes are the latest trends. Of course,
don’t forget the killer six-inch heels.

Follow Priya Mulji on www.twitter.com/priyamulji
or log onto http://priyamulji.wordpress.com

Who is your biggest fashion inspiration?
Versace and Zuhair Murad. I love the diversity,
creativity, vibrant colours, sheer materials and
embroidery in their designs and collections.
Tell us something that not many people know
about you?
I live life on the edge. I love being bold and controversial. I guess that makes me a little unpredictable and a little dangerous. There’s never a dull
moment when I’m around. The edge to me is
where the passion lies, where feelings and sensuality collide, where living is all about being alive.
What are your hopes for the future?
I want to take a back seat from the showbiz and
entertainment industry for a while. I want to settle
down, move to a beautiful small village in Spain
called Mijas, away from the hustle, bustle, glitz
and glamour. Who knows, maybe I will find Mr
Right and get married to him.
What are your greatest unfulfilled ambitions?
To embrace motherhood. I love children and have
always wanted to adopt. I want to make an underprivileged child’s life beautiful, to provide them
with the best of everything.
Do you have a final message?
Live each day as if it was your last because one day
it will be. Live your dreams, live your life to the
fullest, and most importantly have respect for others. For a society to be truly progressive, we need
to embrace everyone, not put people into categories and make them second-class citizens based
on their sex, caste, religion, colour of their skin,
sexual orientation or gender identity. When everyone is treated, respected and accepted as equals,
then that is truly when a nation can progress.
You can follow Shinata Sangha
on www.twitter.com/
Shinatasangha4u

The Asian complex
“I’M GUJARATI” is the answer to a question
I have had to give a number of times when
fellow Asians have asked me which culture I
am from.
I was recently in a social situation where
despite being surrounded by people from
different generations, everyone’s views were
the same – stuck in circa 1940. The older ladies were only bothered about the fact I was
32 and single, the younger women were
complaining about husbands never ironing
their shirts and wondering why I was single.
Is it because I was being too picky or was I
too modern?
There are certain things in the Asian
community which I really wish were different. First comes social conformity and I am
going to use myself as an example here.
Admittedly, my life isn’t what a ‘normal’
Asian woman’s should be – I write about
dating, relationships and, oh my god, sex.
The fact I like going to indie rock concerts is
incomprehensible to certain people and the
fact that I would rather see a Foster The
People gig instead of Drake in concert
makes their minds boggle. Don’t call me a
coconut (a word I absolutely detest) because I like a different genre of music than
96 per cent of Asians or judge me for my life
choices because they are different to yours.
When I put the question of ‘what do you
hate about being Asian’ onto social media, I
found a number of different opinions given
to me and this is where the fact that people
judge comes into play. People will always
make assumptions based on your name,
what religion you are or whether you decide
to follow no faith at all. You will be judged
where in the subcontinent you come from,
your caste and whether you are fair or dark
skinned, which even in this day and age
sadly exists.
Surely by judging one another and expecting everyone to conform to what is an
accepted norm, we are removing our individuality. Isn’t it that very same individuality
that makes us unique, special and who we
are or were meant to be?
That is why I feel sad when I see people
my age or younger not willing to embrace
views and facts that go against what their
parents have told them. Yes, you should respect a parent’s view, but if it is stuck in another era and makes you hurt someone else’s
feelings, isn’t it right to at least question it?
So I say that the youth of today should try
something new, be brave and go against the
crowd – there isn’t anything wrong with this
because individuality is what makes you
who you really are.
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